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ABC Amber iCalendar Converter is an
accessible application whose main

purpose is to help you keep all
essential events in one record for a

faster editing, search and
management. It converts items from
ICS (iCalendar) and VCS (vCalendar)

documents to other file formats, such
as PDF, HTML, TXT, DOC, CHM, RTF,
HLP, MDB, and XLS quick and with
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minimal effort from your side.
Straightforward and user-friendly

layout It's wrapped in an accessible
interface divided into a quick toolbar, a

file list, and all the supported types.
The operation is quite simple, all you

have to do is open your saved calendar
event items, choose the most

important ones, select the desired
format, and save them. The records

are displayed by default in the list, with
their summary, location, start and end
time. Customize the file list fields From
the "Fields" button, you can pick other
several criteria that can be used to sort
the information, such as, description,

URL, UID, class, DT Stamp, and priority.
From the options, you have the choice
to change the event separator's width
and color, enable CSS export for HTML,

open document after conversion,
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automatically select all events, and
start each assignment on a new page.
Set up the correct settings for some of
the types What's more, you can set the

output details for the PDF, such as
authoring information (title, subject),

page configuration, security measures,
file compression (e.g. resolution, image

compression), along with viewer
settings. It's possible to configure the
properties for CHM, HLP, CSV and TIFF
files types. The bottom line To sum it
up, ABC Amber iCalendar Converter is

a reliable and easy-to-use program
designed to provide a simple and quick

way to convert iCalendar and
vCalendar events to file formats (PDF,
CHM, XML, XLS) for an easier viewing
and altering. ABC Amber iCalendar

Converter Screenshot: What's new in
version 12.9: Added the ability to
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continue past a file-name prompt on
Windows Added a new "Stop" option
for advanced user to control when all
conversions are done. Added "Select
All" to each of the displayed fields.

Added a new "fields" option to control
how the table displays. Added the

ability to output
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accessible application whose main

purpose is to help you keep all
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faster editing, search and
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documents to other file formats, such
as PDF, HTML, TXT, DOC, CHM, RTF,
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HLP, MDB, and XLS quick and with
minimal effort from your side.

Straightforward and user-friendly
layout It's wrapped in an accessible

interface divided into a quick toolbar, a
file list, and all the supported types.
The operation is quite simple, all you

have to do is open your saved calendar
event items, choose the most

important ones, select the desired
format, and save them. The records

are displayed by default in the list, with
their summary, location, start and end
time. Customize the file list fields From
the "Fields" button, you can pick other
several criteria that can be used to sort
the information, such as, description,

URL, UID, class, DT Stamp, and priority.
From the options, you have the choice
to change the event separator's width
and color, enable CSS export for HTML,
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open document after conversion,
automatically select all events, and

start each assignment on a new page.
Set up the correct settings for some of
the types What's more, you can set the

output details for the PDF, such as
authoring information (title, subject),

page configuration, security measures,
file compression (e.g. resolution, image

compression), along with viewer
settings. It's possible to configure the
properties for CHM, HLP, CSV and TIFF
files types. The bottom line To sum it
up, ABC Amber iCalendar Converter is

a reliable and easy-to-use program
designed to provide a simple and quick

way to convert iCalendar and
vCalendar events to file formats (PDF,
CHM, XML, XLS) for an easier viewing
and altering. ABC Amber iCalendar

Converter Features: - Save your
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calendar's ICS and VCS files to PDF,
HTML, TXT, DOC, CHM, RTF, HLP, MDB,
and XLS formats - Export to HTML, PDF,
TXT, DOC, CHM, RTF, HLP, MDB, XLS,

XML - Export to other formats - Support
ICS and V aa67ecbc25
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Use this software to learn about it. Key
Features: -Create PDF, CHM, XLS, and
TXT files from iCalendar and vCalendar
-Convert iCalendar events to PDF
(including the event's summary,
location, start and end time), CHM, and
XLS -View iCalendar events in the
familiar Windows Calendar style
-Export iCalendar events to HTML, CSV,
and HTML mail format -Output the
converted file into multiple formats (for
more details, see the output formats)
-Import events from email -Support for
vCalendar events If you have any
questions or suggestions on this
software, please use the 1-2-3
feedback form to give your remarks.
An E-mail is included in the main
folder, so you will receive a
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confirmation of the new version as
soon as it's done. Your old version will
be removed automatically when you
update. ABC Amber iCalendar
Converter Main Functions ABC Amber
iCalendar Converter Free Download
Demo Version for PC - Windows ABC
Amber iCalendar Converter Pro (2016)
permits you to create PDF, CHM, XLS,
and TXT files from iCalendar and
vCalendar for a quick viewing and
sorting with ease. It also helps you to
get your iCalendar events into other
formats including HTML, CSV, and XLS
files quickly. All in all, ABC Amber
iCalendar Converter is a reliable and
easy-to-use program designed to
provide a simple and quick way to
convert iCalendar and vCalendar
events to file formats (PDF, CHM, XML,
XLS) for an easier viewing and altering.
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Main Functions Change the converted
file format (PDF, XLS, TIFF, DOC, HLP,
HTML, MDB, and RTF) Set up the
parameters for the file formats Set up
the conversion method and several
settings for PDF, CHM, and XLS
(including image compression,
resolution, view settings, security, and
authoring) Set up the conversion
method for HTML Set up the display
settings for CSV and HTML mail Set up
the email address Capture attached
files from iCalendar Requirements
There is no specific requirement to use
this program. However, you must be
using any version of Windows
7/8/8.1/10/XP/Vista.

What's New in the ABC Amber ICalendar Converter?

ABC Amber iCalendar Converter is an
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accessible application whose main
purpose is to help you keep all
essential events in one record for a
faster editing, search and
management. It converts items from
ICS (iCalendar) and VCS (vCalendar)
documents to other file formats, such
as PDF, HTML, TXT, DOC, CHM, RTF,
HLP, MDB, and XLS quick and with
minimal effort from your side.
Straightforward and user-friendly
layout It's wrapped in an accessible
interface divided into a quick toolbar, a
file list, and all the supported types.
The operation is quite simple, all you
have to do is open your saved calendar
event items, choose the most
important ones, select the desired
format, and save them. The records
are displayed by default in the list, with
their summary, location, start and end
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time. Customize the file list fields From
the "Fields" button, you can pick other
several criteria that can be used to sort
the information, such as, description,
URL, UID, class, DT Stamp, and priority.
From the options, you have the choice
to change the event separator's width
and color, enable CSS export for HTML,
open document after conversion,
automatically select all events, and
start each assignment on a new page.
Set up the correct settings for some of
the types What's more, you can set the
output details for the PDF, such as
authoring information (title, subject),
page configuration, security measures,
file compression (e.g. resolution, image
compression), along with viewer
settings. It's possible to configure the
properties for CHM, HLP, CSV and TIFF
files types. The bottom line To sum it
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up, ABC Amber iCalendar Converter is
a reliable and easy-to-use program
designed to provide a simple and quick
way to convert iCalendar and
vCalendar events to file formats (PDF,
CHM, XML, XLS) for an easier viewing
and altering. ABC Amber iCalendar
Converter Key Features: Export to PDF,
TXT, HTML, DOC, CHM, RTF, HLP, XLS,
MDB Support for: iCalendar, vCalendar,
vCard, vContacts, vTasks, vMeeting
Records can be grouped Drag and drop
capability Security options
Customizable filter options
Customizable labels Customizable size
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP SP2 or
Windows Vista SP2 Processor: 1.8 GHz
Intel Core 2 Duo or equivalent Memory:
512 MB Graphics: Microsoft DirectX 9.0
Hard Drive: 750 MB Recommended:
OS: Windows
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